Wisdom Quest Group
PO Box 55
Bellbrook, Ohio 45305
(937) 429-3847
Great Meeting Location at:

Unitarian Universalist Fellowship
2884 US Route 68; Yellow Springs, Ohio 45387
Next to last Thursdays: 7--9pm
Coffee and Cookies and good Networking Fellowship

skywatch@zephyrtechnology.com
http://zephyrtechnology.com/html/wisdom_quest_group.HTM

Eos, Goddess of Dawn;
With Pegasus, her mount.
Symbolizing Dawn of
New Age Coming...

MOUNTAIN-TOP Bookstore
6967 Salem Pike
Clayton, OH 45315
937-837-6807
http://www.themountaintop.com/

Speaker !
Thursday, March 24, 2016
Powerful Psychic:
Heal ~ Healing
Soul~Mate Love, Baby
Wealth~Abundance

Doug Baker, from "The
Mountain-Top" ; This guy
gets the job done...

Doug Baker led a "Guided Meditation" the other night over at the MountainTop,
which is Mary Bauer's longtime Astrology Center way up Salem Avenue almost to I-70
in the very North West Corner of Dayton. I dropped in for some "Psychic
Development Class" and the guided meditation went something like this:
"So Open Your Mouth and Shut Your Eyes

(As best I remember, kinda lost track of the time)

And there you are on such a warm Spring day in late March in our lovely Ohio woods and wooded areas
surprisingly pristine scattered still in hilly areas as yet spared the trump and sprawl of real estate schemes.
Walking Now in the afternoon, with the sky so Blue, Azure so and not a chemtrail at all. Warm too, even hot and
can smell that exciting first Warmth; hope it lasts; yet Winter remains nervously close by. A path taken from
the car parked; up to the woods and into them straight away; first one way up, then gently switching back another.
Up some more into these climbing woods. Circuitous path spiraling up deeper still into the silent darkening forest.
Sun still out in full Springtime blaze, but can only glimpse a bit of glittering Sunlight's sparkle because big trees
make it all pretty shady: even though tiny Green Bud leaves way up high have hardly had a chance to feel their
sap rising. A mixed hardwood forest as once found all over O-HI-O. Oaks abundant, Maples sure, giant Tuliptrees,
Red Elm, Wild Black Cherry: talking tall trees, big around and not much brush; Just big trees going up this
winding hill as forest path goes, only broken by Limestone outcroppings flanking. Cool~Still, very quiet silent;
must be like some old time Shawnee Indian slipping along lest nobody heard a thing. Climbing by now... Gee,
the path strains its way up to an old rocky top...
What ? was that a gurgle or a babble... ? Wait! Water flows, a little falls right near the very top. Quick !
Cannot resist hands and knees to lap one big hillside thirsty drink... So Quenching. Now Following that
water-fall right up to Spring's Source, just near the very apex. Unknown and almost hidden in shade's abode;
until now . . . P’Peering gently into the mystery of this ancient, knowing, Water; Knowing Water Alive living from
depths of Earth Mother. Mighty cold; that would be about as cold as Water cold can be~Summer Fall Winter Spring.
Mysterious Source into, peering; gazing attention into Water's Restful Bliss. My Eyes' Visual Ray, I tumble after.
Almost lost in meditation timeless. But What? A face looks back HUH? Who that? now who's coming up skinny
from Water's depth? Moving, a shimmer: A Face ! Why it ~ It's ME ! Good Lord. Found myself at last !
Or did My Self find me? ( Hummn, Wake up! Scurry now back down to car before completely dark yet with memory to keep )

This is where we meet. The
Unitarian/Universalist Fellowship kindly
rents their space to us...

Yes, Wisdom Quest only meets at the U/U. Frankly, some of our material
may be "too much, too soon" for the kindly Christian Conservative types of the
Unitarian/Universalist Fellowship. Gee Whiz ----> Flying Saucers, Free Energy,
Alternative Healing, New Age Revolution: Now, what be "Politically Correct" about
all that? Not very much, fer sure. Thus, we understand how many folks
at the U/U don't want to get any of us ~ on them...
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

How soon we forget that "Great War"
underway only 100 years ago. France,
England and Italy brought their
Coloured Imperial Subjects into
Europa, dressed them in uniform
costumes and enslaved them to serve as
Truck Drivers, Laborers and Logistical
Support Troops. The Germans were
horrified by such shameful, "UnGentlemanly" behavior. (Yes, they were... They still
clung to "Chivalry" even though they had no Coloured Colonies...)

Gee, what Woulda been like if we had not listened
to the Neo-Cons (Neo-Cons: "Anti-Semitic" ? Yes very, Neo-Cons
are mostly Jewish; but not all ) like Paul Wolfowitz and
Douglas Feith and other architects of "Project for
a New American Century" ? Instead of Freak Out
of WAR we could have had some of that
California Girl, Isadora Duncan, who danced
naked way way ahead of her time in pre-war
Paris and Grunewald Germany, establishing
commune schools along the way.

Self Portrait: "As Mars" 1915 Otto Dix
Many Images from Great War are by German Art
Genius: Otto Dix, later classified as one of the
"Degenerate Artists"; even though a combat Veteran.
http://www.bad-bad.de/burda-museum/entartete_m.gif
In the second year of WAR, he depicts himself as the
God of War with angles borrowed from Cubism. In this
scene, death is abundant. Horses rear and flee.
Buildings burst open and cities crumble. Yet Dix
remains alive. Survival under such circumstances
might give anyone a messiah complex.
Stuttgart Gallery Link:
https://theartstack.com/artist/otto-dix/self-portrait-mars-god

But why? Baby Why? have we embraced WAR? Can't think of anyone who
does not sink into this self-destructive pattern: Persons, Countries,
Religions, Civilizations, Races, Cultures.
Let's look to German/Austrian Scientist Wilhelm Reich M.D. to learn
something about ourselves: "The Biological Miscalculation in the Human
Struggle for Freedom". https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Wilhelm_Reich
A Wilhelm Reich idea this one; and pretty important if Revolutionary Change be our
goal. We remember Wilhelm Reich, M.D. The "Orgone Energy" guy. He started as
protégé to Sigmund Freud in Vienna after The Great War ended in defeat for the Axis
Powers. Going to medical school under the German Veteran's benefit program,
combat veteran Wilhelm Reich soon gravitated to the intimate circle around Dr
Sigmund Freud. (START YOU OFF ON WILHELM REICH FOR AWHILE, THEN TEMPT WITH A BIT OF TESLA; AND THEN, and
only then.... Test you Again to see if your dumb Black Asses have learned anything. What this means is that we are all “Armored” in a
Reichian sense; which means most all of us: Burdened with Secondary Drives; which means our actions not always to be trusted)

Mass Psychology of Fascism- 1933
Reich observed that a loosening of socially dictated mores and conventions did not result in natural expressions
of love. Quite the contrary in fact; when released from patriarchal dominion, quite often a person's secondary
drives would be manifested by homosexuality, sadism, masochism, and other perversions we shall not describe
herein. Dr. Reich observed and studied many cases of aberrant secondary drive behavior during travels in Russia
and Germany. He described them in: The Mass Psychology of Fascism , 1933. A later edition includes an
important essay called: “The Biological Miscalculation in the Human Struggle for Freedom” published in the
International Journal of Sex-economy and Orgone Research, New York 1943. Briefly stated and paraphrased:
“The biological miscalculation is that armored adults really do need a system of patriarchal morality to hold in
check a lifetime of pent up secondary drives”. What this means is that revolutions such as Communism or Fascism may
well change everything; but the new regime will not know any better and/or forget to change the basic character structure of
the people; resulting in an awful outpouring of secondary drives: murder, rage, violence, and WAR . (In other words, the kill

is worse than the cure, if you know what I mean. Translated that means "The Terror" of the French Revolution was far far
worse than the "let them eat cake" attitude of Marie Antoinette, wife of the French King, upon being queried by members of
the French Press at that time as to what "The People" should do, in response to Bread Riots in Paris getting frisky.
Let’em eat cake, (“Qu’ils mangent de la brioche”) allegedly she said to the concern there was no bread. Let them eat cake…
and Revolution’s On ! Despite lofty ideals of “Liberté, égalité, fraternité” , the result was a generation of Napoleonic WAR !

While Reich’s therapy described in: Character Analysis (1933), was a success, but hopelessly inefficient to have
every member of society undergo a lengthy and energetic therapy to restore, what should be, a naturally
present condition. The armoring process, once past puberty, is difficult to reverse. Children, on the other hand,
are born unarmored and have a good chance of growing up as Nature intended; if they are not traumatized or,
worse yet, aborted first. (Abortion: the blood sacrament of Feminism). A Self Suicide going on here; some think
they are smarter than their Mother… Nature, that is: http://mylifeinreflection.blogspot.com/2004_12_01_archive.html
Reich realized that efforts to cure mankind of armoring would be futile; only the affluent would have the time and
wherewithal to benefit from his therapy. Also, he was becoming bogged down with patients and was neglecting
his laboratory work. Dr. Reich retuned to his first love, research. Reich’s celebrated contributions to the field of
psychoanalysis and its related sciences, can best be presented in three different periods of endeavor: The First
period was in Europe, where as a medical doctor working with the new science of psychoanalysis led by
Sigmund Freud, he made his first important discovery; the Life Energy, which he called "Orgone." Sometimes
the "Id" or "Libido" as a more recognizable word today.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Libido
CHECK IT OUT: Wilhelm Reich, MD, discovered “The Force” and called it
Orgone.
It is the Id !
We
We have to know this to go forward.

ORGONE ENERGY:

It’s the Id !

Within Us and Without Us

Psychotronic

News

Émile Augustin Cyprien Driant (11 September 1855 – 22 February
1916) was a French writer, politician, and army officer. He was the
first high ranking casualty of the Battle of Verdun during Great War.
A Total Stud: The initial German infantry attack fell on the Bois de
Caures, defended by two French battalions of Col. Emile Driant. His
valiant defense delayed the German attack, but Driant was killed and
his two battalions wiped out. America has never ever produced
anything like this except maybe Bedford Forrest or Tom Jefferson.
And yet for what? THE HARVEST OF WAR! Best we awaken from our
Slumbers... Donald Trump called it right, Children: Get Neutral quick in
Israel/Palestine and get the Hell out of Iraq... Afghanistan, Syria, Libya and all
those other places that Bush, Hillary and the Neo-Cons got us into.

Our Economy? War Baby... Ever heard of Wright Patterson Air Base; That is
all we do. We are an Empire now. One thing White Men do very well, that is
White Men, White Men, White Men. NOT "brave men and women in harm's
way" It's the White Men; most usually French, Scottish, Irish, English,
German, Russian, Yanks. White Men are very very good at this one thing.

.

Hillary Clinton? WAR PARTY
Barack O'Bama? WAR PARTY
Marco Rubio? WAR PARTY (Newly designated Puppet of choice by "Establishment"; since Jeb! floundered )
All the Republicans? WAR PARTY (That means you, little "moderate" John Kasich Governor of Ohio )
All the Democrats? WAR PARTY
Daniel Michael Adams speaks WQ April 21
Sure, go ahead and vote! Vote all you want, Chump!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g9l6ouupdfI

We are gonna stick with this Wilhelm Reich thing; after all he did discover Life Energy, "The Force"
and called it "Orgone". No not those fakey Orgonite stupid things from Renaissance Healing Fairs from
polyester casting resin and bits of crystal, but the real deal... TO BE CONTINUED AND CONTINUED AND
CONTINUED SOME MORE, UNTIL WE "GET IT" and get it good. How long might that be: Well Depends
upon how smart you think you are.

(See

Me Looking at You ?

Smile Back

and Say: “Hi”)

Hurry ! Hurry ! USPA Conference
go to uspa conference, Be Glad You Did.
Did.
2016
16,
7/15-----17
to the USPA Conference, 20
16, 7/15
---17 U.S.P.A.
Link: http://www.psychotronics.org/ uspsychotronics@gmail.com

http://www.psychotronics.org/

525 Juanita Vista
Crystal Lake, Illinois 60014
530 918 8772
815 355 8030
scottbeutlich@rocketmail.com

For a Revolution:

USPA Conf. July 15-17, 2016
Wyndham Glenview Suites,
Glenview, Illinois

Vote for Trump
You know you want to.
Now Do It Then… Come Out you Goddess
Aryans from Space walk among us…
http://hippiegoddess.com

Bruce M. Forrester Jr
Wisdom Quest
(937) 429 3847
bruce@zephyrtechnology.com

